A big hello from Circleloop.
and Co-founder Damian Hanson.
"Hi. I'm Damian. co-founder of CircleLoop - a cloud-based phone
system that makes traditional. outdated phone systems redundant
using a powerful desktop and mobile app.
Back in 2017, we were so excited to launch CircleLoop, because we
felt that businesses like yours were either totally ignored. or were
presented with unsuitable, outdated services from telecom
vendors and their old-school approaches to business
communication.
We believed there was a better way, one that would specifically
benefit entrepreneurial businesses. We wanted to challenge norms
in the telephony space. so we developed a cost-effective and
reliable phone system that can be set up in three minutes flat and
give the user complete control and flexibility. No jargon or
confusing headaches - just simple. productive and efficient
communications.
Whether you're just starting out. or you've survived your first year congratulations! Both are big steps that should definitely be
celebrated. You've joined a culture of innovation. excitement and
persistence. so keep going!
In the guide that follows. you'll find everything you need to know
about current business phone usage in the UK - which systems are
in use. which are falling in popularity and what's on the horizon.
Today, perhaps more than ever due to the pandemic, your phone
system is crucial in giving you the tools to communicate. And in
today's changing and challenging work environment. having the
ability to access reliable telephony wherever you are is more
important than ever."
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@circleloopHQ

www.circleloop.com
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Which
Options are
Available?
£ËÚÃº¬Ä¤ÄüÃ·ËÚ¬Þ¬ËÄÞɇ¬æɹÞ
öËÚæ©æº¬Ä¤æ©æ¬ÃæËĈÄËêæÃËÚ
about each phone system.
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Legacy/Landline
Tried and tested, landlines use analogue systems that run
using the telephone company’s copper wiring. You’ll pay
a line rental charge, usually as part of a business landline
package, to the telephone company for use of their cables.
Line rentals, setup fees, service plans and contracts can
all start to add up, so many businesses looked for more
ËÞæɬąæ¬õ½æÚÄæ¬õÞɌ]ö¬æ©¬Ä¤×ÚËõ¬ÚÞÄ
installation times can interrupt your business’ operations
and reduce billable hours.
VÚËõ¬ÚÞËąÚ½Ä¤æ©üËÄæÚæÞæ©æêÞ¬ÄÞÞÞ©æË
sign up to. This meant that even as technology improved
and processes changed, they were still tied down with
¬Äĉû¬½ËÄæÚæÞɇË£æÄê×æË£ËêÚüÚÞææ¬Ãɉ
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Cloud and App Based Systems
The new kids on the block. Just when the business world
was getting used to internet based phones, the next,
natural evolution has arrived.
Cloud based systems are an extension of internet telephony
systems, allowing you to make calls on the go from mobile
devices. The real game-changers are the app-based phone
systems. Everything else in your life is controlled through
apps, so why shouldn’t your business calls?
All of your calls, numbers and features are controlled
ÄÃÄ¤æ©ÚËê¤©ÞºæË×ËÚÃË¬½××Ɍ.æËąÚÞ
everything a traditional phone system would and then
so much more. There’s no need for extra hardware, long
contracts or setup fees.
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VoIP/Internet Telephony
Most businesses across the UK have already made the switch
to an internet based phone system. It takes analogue audio
signals that are also used for legacy systems and converts
them into digital data which can be transmitted online.
s¬æ©·êÞæÞæÄÚ¬ÄæÚÄæËÄÄæ¬ËÄɇüËêɹÚ½æË
completely bypass the need for the telephone company’s
cables. Since their introduction, internet based phone
systems have revolutionised how the world’s businesses
speak to each other.
yËêæü×¬½½üÞæ¬½½êÞÞº×©ËÄÞɇüËêɹ½½·êÞæÄÃË½Þ
that are specially created to have an ethernet connector.
This allows you to connect directly to your router. Internet
telephony handsets have everything they need to handle
the calls built in. This does mean that you need to buy new
phones, plugs and cables when new members of the
æÃ·Ë¬ÄɌ
If you’d like a little free space on your desk, then you can
½¬Ã¬Äææ©Ä£ËÚ©ÄÞæÞ½æË¤æ©ÚÄ·êÞæ½½
computer-to-computer. All you need is suitable software,
a microphone, speakers, a sound card and with an internet
connection you’re good to go.
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Which
System
is Best?
Each system has advantages and
disadvantages so you’ll need to weigh
them up before committing to one.
There isn’t really a perfect answer and
æöËÞ¬Ã¬½ÚêÞ¬ÄÞÞÞÃ¬¤©æÄĈæ
£ÚËÃ¬ąÚÄæÞüÞæÃÞɌsɹõËêæ½¬Ä
the pros and cons of each system to
help you make a decision.
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Internet Based
PROS

CONS

Easy to use and
Reliable
and
familiar.
familiar
desk phone
interface.
JąÚÞ½ÃËÞæǽǼǼ
percent
uptime.
New features

Relies
Has
to on
be the
hosted
quality
on
site
andinternet
hard to scale
of your
for
growth.
connection.

added
Easy toregularly.
use
and maintain.
ËÞæɬąæ¬õ
to
set up and
DËæąæü
maintain.
power outages.
Excellent
call
Use desk phone,
quality,
even
when
mobile or
computer
æ©¬ÄæÚÄæ¬ÞËąɌ
for calls.
CËÚĉû¬½æ©Ä
landlines.

Expensive
the short
Requires aninethernet
and long term - line
cable and socket.
rentals, setup fees
and
service
plans.
Power
outages
disrupt
the
system.
Tiedentire
into lengthy
contracts.
Need to upgrade to
compatible
hardware.
Obsolete technology
that will be phased
=ÞÞĉû¬½æ©Ä××
out by 2025.
based options.
¬Ćê½ææËÚ×¬ÚÄ
ĈÄÚ×½ÃÄæÞɌ
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App Based
PROS

CONS

Flexible and
Reliable
and
familiar.
portable.
Call on
the go.
JąÚÞ½ÃËÞæǽǼǼ
percent
uptime.
International

Won’t
Has
towork
be hosted
without
on
site
and
to scale
either
anhard
internet
for
growth. or
connection
phone signal.
Expensive in the short
and
long term - line
Y½¬ÞËÄÞæą©õ¬Ä¤
rentals, setup fees
relatively up to date
and service plans.
software.
Tied into lengthy
As
it’s on mobiles,
contracts.
reliant on battery life.
Obsolete technology
that will be phased
out by 2025.

numbers
available
Easy to use
for
business.
andglobal
maintain.
Integrate,
track
DËæąæü
tasks
powerwith
outages.
ÄËæ¬Ĉæ¬ËÄÞÄ
Excellent call
inform your CRM.
quality, even when
æ©¬ÄæÚÄæ¬ÞËąɌ
Just another app
to use.
Supports headsets
if that’s your
preference.

¬Ćê½ææËÚ×¬ÚÄ
ĈÄÚ×½ÃÄæÞɌ
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Find the
Right System
to Suit You
The most expensive system might have
all the features anyone could ever ask
for, but that doesn’t mean it’s right for
you. Here are a few questions to think
about when making your decision that
can help you to make the right choice.

?
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Are you tied down into a contract?
If you don’t like the service you’re receiving, you should be
able to leave. It’s as simple as that. Legacy systems often
came with long contacts that cause issues down the line
when it comes to upgrades.
Is it easy to use?
There’s no point implementing a new phone system that’s
¬Ćê½ææËêÞɌ.æÄÞæËÞüæË¤ÚÞ×£ËÚüËêÚÞæąɌ
If it needs explaining every so often, then you’ll see a
ËöÄæêÚÄ¬Ä×ÚËêæ¬õ¬æüÄæ©¬½½½©ËêÚÞË£ÞæąɌ
How long will it take to get up and running?
]ö¬æ©¬Ä¤×©ËÄÞüÞæÃÞÄ¤Ú¬Äæ©ö©Ë½ËĆæË
halt. With traditional systems, you’d need to coordinate with
a specialist and wait for the phone line to switch over. With
app based systems, there’s no waiting. Just register online
and you’re ready to get started. This applies whenever you
ËÄËÚÄöÞæąɌ
Does it integrate with my existing software?
If you already have a well-established tech stack that your
business relies on, you should look for a phone system that
easily integrates. Implementing a system that doesn’t work
ö¬æ©û¬Þæ¬Ä¤×ÚË¤ÚÃÃÞĈûÞËÄ¬ÞÞêêæÚæÞËæ©ÚÞɌ
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Next
Steps
Traditional phone systems are
old-fashioned and there are a lot
of unwanted costs to worry about
like line rentals, contracts, service
plans and setup fees. App based
phone systems are new, innovative
and ready to grow with you.
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Easy to learn and even easier to use, CircleLoop brings the
entire traditional phone system into one desktop or mobile
××ɌsËÄɹæËÃÚüËêö¬æ©ËÃ×½¬æ·Ú¤ËÄËÚ
features you don’t need, making the whole process of signing
up quick and simple. We’re also UK-built and UK-based, which
makes us unique in the business phone marketplace.

Here are some of the features
currently available with CircleLoop:

INTERNATIONAL
NUMBERS

LIVE ACTIVITY
FEED

CALL
RECORDING

Add international
ÄêÃÚÞ£ÚËÃËõÚȄǼ
countries to conduct
truly global business.

Keep track of all
calls and messages
in real-time with
the activity feed.

Record your calls
and download
æ©ê¬ËĈ½ÞæË
improve your sales
process.

CALL TRANSFERS
AND FORWARDING

MOBILE/DESKTOP
APPS

CALLER MENUS
AND GREETINGS

Quickly and easily
transfer phone calls
to other members
of the team.

Make and receive
½½Þ¬Äæ©ËĆ
or on the move.

Create bespoke
caller greetings and
team extensions.
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We offer dedicated, UK-based support should you experience
any technical problems. You can access our experts via email
or over the phone and they'll be able to guide you through your
issue. We also offer a full knowledge base of support vidoes
and articles to help you get the most out of Circleloop.
We're always talking to our community of users to examine
ways of improving the app, taking on board their suggestions
and adding new features. Users can suggest improvements
and enhancements on our public Trello board and see what's
coming next with our technical roadmap.

-------

''

www.circleloop.com

-------
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c©ÚÚæöË¬ąÚÄæ×Ú¬¬Ä¤×½ÄÞõ¬½½ö¬æ©¬Ú½=ËË×ɇ
but neither of them need any contracts or set up fees.

Pay as you go

Unlimited

£5

£15

(+VAT) monthly per user
no contract

(+VAT) monthly per user
no contract

%ÚËÃ·êÞæʋȁÃËÄæ©üËêÄ×üÞüËê¤ËɌc©¬Þ×½ÄËąÚÞ
a free UK number, all of the CircleLoop features listed above,
unlimited inbound calls and UK outbound and international
½½Þ£ÚËÃ·êÞæǿ×Ã¬ÄêæɌ
We’d recommend the second of our payment plans, which
ËąÚÞêÄ½¬Ã¬æ½½Þ£ËÚ·êÞæʋǽȁÃËÄæ©ɌyËê¤æõÚüæ©¬Ä¤
from the pay as you go plan but you can make unlimited
outbound calls to UK, USA, Canada and Ireland for free. But
why not get in touch with us for a personalised quotation?
Or, if you prefer, we’ve designed our app and system to be
totally self-service. Installation is as easy as any other app
and there are no setup fees.
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